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ABSTRACT 
' 
This thesis uses the optimal placement of inspections along serial and non-serial 
production lines as a method of reducing production cost and increasing production qu ::.lity. 
Three models are investigated. The perfect inspection [6] and the non-perfect inspection 
selection [7 ,8] models can be used in serial production processes. The u1ird model, a non-
serial production model [10], is used when production is more complex and non-serial. 
All of the models use dynamic programming [2] to obtain the minimal expected 
production cost and optimal inspection sites. Each model uses the cost of each processing 
step, the success probability of that step and the cost of each potential inspection associated 
with each step as factors in detennining the production costs. The perfect inspection model 
assumes that every inspection is 100% reliable where the nonperfect model realizes there are 
associated errors with an inspection. The non-serial model also uses the errors associated 
with inspections and requires that every defective item removed be replaced to insure the 
flow of production is even. 
The models also assume that an inspection will inspect each item on the production 
line. Inspections of this type may be costly or infeasible to perform. The thesis provides n 
method to include periodic inspections if the processing step preceding the inspection is 
continu 1us ( only shuts down for repairs). This method obtains the per unit cost of this 
inspection needed for the inspection selection models. 
A revision of the perfect inspection model to include the per unit salvage revenue 
received f ro!n a defective item removed at an inspection was found to change the optimal set 
of inspection sites. An example of this revision and the change in optimal sites is provided. 
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INTRODUCTION 
• 
When the manufacturing industry realized that poor production quality meant 
lower revenues they looked for ways to improve their processes. One of the metl1ods they 
used was manually inspecting an item after each processing step on a production line. These 
manual inspection stations became costly as labor prices increased. Other methods of 
inspection were developed to replace the manual inspections after each processing step. 
These inspections were not without cost either. The manufacturing industry was then faced 
with the problem of strategically planning their production lines to yield maximum efficiency. 
Along with the decisions pertaining to the positioning of assembly or machining stations, 
management had the problem of producing high quality products for the least amount of cost. 
Placing inspection stations along the production line was crucial for ensuring high quality 
products. These inspection stations should be placed at the most optimal points along the 
production process to allow the removal of defective items. Removal of defective items 
would reduce production cost by reducing further production cost added to the defective 
items. Management considered placing an inspection station after each significant process. 
These inspections stil1 added cost to production. Further analysis was required to determine 
where inspections -would be the most efficient to justify their added cost to the prod11ction 
process. Research into this problem has been done to develop models which select those 
inspections that minimize total production costs while· increasing the quality of finishc.d 
products. 
This paper investigates and improves the methods and algorithms used to solve the 
inspection placement predicament. Three major models will be outlined and discussed as to 
wI~en they can be utilized for best results. The first model will look at 100% perfect 
inspection in a serial production line [ 6]. See figure 1. 
,\ 
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0- processing station Q- potential inspection site 
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SERIAL PRODUCIION MODEL 
FIGURE! 
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In this model after each production process a 100% (all items inspected) perfectly reliable 
inspection can take p]ace. This model of course deals with ideal inspections. This method 
can be used as a simple and basic way to improve production processes. As on line 100% 
robotic inspection techniques become increasingly more reliable (near perfect inspection), 
management can use this model to develop a reliable estimate of expected production costs 
and optimal inspection placement. Unfortunately not all inspections can be done with the use 
of robotics nor can they be performed on 100% of the items. When lOO(}b inspection is 
infeasible to perform due to cost and/or limited resources and production is constant {the 
processing task stops only for repairs) a periodic inspection model can be done.[7,8] This 
model has been developed to find the optimal number of inspections in a given interval of 
time. From this model, the cost of the inspection for each item processed is obtained. With 
the cost parameter these inspections can then be incorporated into the 100% model if after a 
certain cycle time repairs are made to the process returning it to a completely reliable state. 
For the basic f'.nd simple 100% perfect model this type of inspection should not lower the 
model's accuracy since true perfect inspections do not exist and the periodic inspection may 
not be chosen as an optimal inspection site. If a periodic inspection is chosen as an optimal 
site and more accuracy is necessary model 2 should be investigated. 
Model 2 takes into account that not all inspections are 100% reliable and errors 
will be made in deciding an item's quality. [ 5] This model was developed because most 
inspections were done manually and were not 100% reliable. This model is more accurate 
than model 1 but other parameters such as the probability of classifying a faulty item as 
good, Type I error, must be known for each potential inspection site. If management is 
willing to obtain these parameters this model is more accurate. This model can be used for 
100% on or off-line inspections as well as periodic inspections discussed for the constant 
production case. The· type of inspection is of no concern in the model. Inspection cost per 
. 4 . 
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unit and the probability of type I and II errors will be necessary for each potential inspection 
site to use this model. If these parameters are found they can be used in the Fortran 
program I have written for this model. See Appendix A. 
The final model uses the nonperfect inspection case and allocates inspection efforts 
when the produt1:ion sequence is non-serial.[10] See figure 2. This model depicts a 
production line which includes two different parts that are processed simultaneously through 
separate processing systems and at some point in the production are brought together to form 
the basis for the fi11a1 product. Model 3 uses Type I and II errors and also requires that 
eve-ry defective unit that is found by an inspection must be repaired or replaced in order to 
keep the correct number of units needed to produce one final unit flowing from one process 
to another. This is necessary, for example, when three subassemblies produced from process 
(5) must be added to the base produced from process (6) at processing station (7) i11 figure 2. 
This model becom.e~ very involved and many parameters need to be known about the 
production line, the potential inspection stations and the cost of a unit of each step. The 
model will be effective in planning a large scale system but time must be spent finding these 
parameters thus making this model costly. If the production line is a long term project the 
savings produced by using the model in planning could be substantial. 
Each of these planning models is useful in lowering production cost and vary as to 
their cost to perform and their accuracy. When more time and expense are involved in 
performing and planning the model, the model can be expected to return more accurate 
results. 
. s. 
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0- processing station 
Q- potential inspection site 
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NON -SERIAL PRODUCI ION MODEL 
FIGURE 2 
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PERFECT INSPECTION MODEL 
Inspections were originally quick looks at one's own personal work. As time past 
and production processes came to include many steps performed by many people, inspections 
had to be changed. Inspections were still necessary to insure the quality of items but as the 
production process included more steps it was evident that manual 100% inspections after 
every station would slow down production thus increasing the production cost per item. As 
production tasks became automated simple inspections that took place manually at the 
worker's station could no longer be performed by the processing maci1ine. Actual inspection 
stations had to be provided. The plae,ement of inspections became important to improve 
quality and lower manufacturing costs. 
A simple and basic method to help manufacturers plan the placement of 
inspections would assume. that inspections were 100% (all items inspected) and were 
completely reliable (all faulty items detected). 
Consider a manufacturing process like the production of a printed circuit wafer 
board. See figure 3. Each step ti in the process is done in sequence where i is the step 
number i= 1 .... n. Each step has a cost ci which is the cost to perform task ti per item. Each 
process task is performed with a success probability of p (O<p< = 1) which can be derived 
from known parameters of each processing step. After each step ti it is possible to have a 
100% perfect inspection Ii which incurs a cost of Ci per item. 
• 7 • 
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Garey[6] provides an algorithm that will determine the optimal placement of the 
inspections by minimizing the expected total cost of producing a fa11lt free item. The use of 
dynamic programming [2] enables us to solve the algorithm. However, Garey does not 
account for the salvage value Si that can be recovered from a part that is found to be 
defective. Includ111g this value to improve Garey's model will account for the case where 
defective items are not scrapped. This value is negative if an item can be reworked and 
saved or zero if their is no means of saving the item. This value will be used in a revision of 
Garey's algorithm and will show that it will change Garey's optimal solution. 
The algorithm \vill produce a subset of all the inspections available, D(j,i), at 
which the inspections will take place. After each task ti the decision must be made on 
whether to apply inspection Ii. This decision is made by computing the cost of task ti when 
inspection Ii is used and when it is not used and selecting the minimum of the two costs. 
These two cost~""~an be iound readily. The first cost, when Ii is used, uses the cost of 
inspection Ii known as Ci along with the probability p that the items are fault free as they 
enter process ti+ 1 and the probability of faulty items {1-p) having a salvage value Si. 
T,1e state of the process can be described by (j,i) where j is the current state and i is the state 
of the last inspection (or 1 by default) i< = j. A process is in state (j,i) if and only if: 
a) task t1 has just been completed 
b) none of the preceding inspections Ij ,Ij-l ,Ij.2, ... had been applied and 
c) either i= 1 or Ti-l was applied. 
The initial state has the form(l,1) and the final states are in the form of (n,i) 
l<=i<=n. From a state of (j,i), the process will be in the state (j+l,j+l) wiu1 the 
probability p if inspection at Tj is applied or will be in state {j+ 1,i) if it is not applied. Here 
. --
the probability 
• 9 -
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p = II P1: 
I• 1 
Let K[j,i] be the minimum expected cost to get from [j,i] to any final state and 
D[j,i] be the set of optimal test points and through the method of dynamic programming we 
get 
J J 
c, + n Pt . (c, .. 1 + K[j+l,j+t]) + 1 - n Pt SN Inspection 
-1 t-1 
K(j,i) = min 
c1+ 1 + K [i+ 1,i] No Inspection 
and 
D(j,i) = D(j+l,}+1) U 11 Inspection D(j+l,i) No Inspection 
J 
where 1- Il P1: S,. is the addition to Garey's model to compensate for salvaged items. To 
A:- 1 
find the optimal testing points follow the algo:ithm: 
a) For each i, l<=i<=n set K(n,i)=O and D(n,i)={} 
b) Set j=n-1 
c) Seti= j and P=l 
d) Set P=P*pi 
e) Compute 
\ 
• 10 • 
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K(j,i) = min 
if (x)<(y) set D(j,i) to D(j+l,j+l) U {Ij} 
if (x)> (y) set S(j+ 1,i) 
f) If i> 1, set i:: j .. 1 and go to ( d) 
g) If j> 1 set j= j-1 and go to (c) 
(y) 
h) Total expected cost per item ~ c1 + K(l,1) and D(l,1) yields optimal Inspection points 
Let us consider the fallowing example as an illustration of the algorithm. 
Example 
Task Prob. Task Inspec. Salv. 
Task Cost Success Cost Value 
ti 10 .9 7 0 
t2 10 .8 8 0 
13 25 .9 4 -1 
t4 20 .8 12 -2 
t5 30 .8 10 .4 
t6 15 .9 12 -4 
I ( ' , 
\ / 
• 11 • 
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K(6,i) = 0 for all i (I6 only adds cost don't apply) 
K(5,5)=min(10+ .8(15)-4(.2) , 15)= 1.5 
K(5,4)=min(10+.8(.8)(15)-4(.36), 15) = 15 
K(5,3)=min(10+ .8(.8)(.9)(15)-4(.424) \ 15)=15 
K{5,2)=min(10+ (.8)(.8)(.9)(.8)(15)-4(.5392), 15)=14.7552 
K(5,l)=min(10+ (.8)(.8)(.9)(.8)(.9)(15)-4(.585) , 15)=13.87 
K(4,4)=min(12+ (.8)(45)-2(.2) . 45)=45 
K(4,3)=min(12+· (.8)(.9)(45)-2(.28) , 30+ 15)=43.84 
K( 4,2) = min(l 2 + ( .8)(. 9) ( .8)45)-2( .424) , 30+ 14. 75) = 37 .07 
K(4,l)=min(12+ (.8)(.9)(.8)(.9)(45)-2(.4816) , 30+ 13.88)=34.36 
K(3,3)=min(4+(.9)(65)-1(.l), 20+43.84)=62.4 
K(3,2)=min(4+ (.9)(.8)(65)-1(.28) , 20+ 37.07)=50.52 
K(3,l) = min( 4+ (. 9)( .8 )(. 9)(65)-1 (.28) , 20+ 34.36)= 45.696 
K(2,2) = min(8 + ( .8) (25 + 62.4)-0, 25 + 50.52)75 .52 
K(2,l) = min(8 + ( .8) (. 9) (87 .4)-0, 25 + 45 .696) = 70.696 
K(l,l)===min(7+ (.9)85.52-0, 10+70.696)=80.696 
Don't Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
Don't Inspect 
If no inspection~ were applied at all the total expected cost per unit would be the sum of the 
Ci = 110. If all the inspe.ctions were applied the cost would be = 143. For our example 
using the algorithm and dynamic programming the optimal solution of expected cost is c1 + 
K(l ,1) = 90.696. 
To obtain the optimal set of test at K(l,1) follow the path, 11 not applied go to 
K(2,1), 12 not applied go to K(3,1), 13 is applied go to K(4,4), 14 not applied go to K{5,4), 
15 not applied go to k(6,5) , 16 is not applied (only apply 16 if you want a final inspection for 
a total expected cost = 95.3). These results differ from Garey's original algorithm that did 
not include the salvage cost. Garey's optimal set also has an inspection at 12 and has an 
expected cost of 91 which is higher than the expected cost with the salvage value which is 
90.696. When Garey included the final inspection 16 , his expected cost was also higher at 
98.6 compared to the expected cost with salvage of 95.3. 
• 12 • 
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PERIODIC INSPECTION METHOD 
Industry has become automated increasing the number of items processed at a task 
to a point where 100% inspection is too costly rendering :nspections at this point infeasible. 
An example would be the drilling of 100 pairs of holes for component insertion in a circuit 
board. Clearly examining each pair of holes becomes costly if the production rate is 1 
board/sec but inspection takes 100 secs/board. Inspections thus slow down production in turn 
• • increasing cost. 
Inspections after such processes should not be ruled out and can be mode:ed as 
periodic ins pect1ons if the task process ( drilling of holes) is constant. A constant task is a 
process that continues (no shut-down at night) until repairs to the machine/process are made 
and the. process' efficiency (production of good items) decreases with time between those 
repairs. The time between machine/process repairs is the cycle time. During the cycle time 
periodic inspections would take place to check the quality of the items bein!s processed. To 
• 
insure that unnecessary periodic inspections do not take place (this would increase the cost of 
inspecting at this task point and in tum may eliminate it from the optimal inspection 
selections) a model for optimizing periodic inspections should be considered. [1,7,8,9] 
Periodic inspections are optimal when the distribution function of the time to fail of the task 
is exponential. Once the optimal number of inspections is determined I have found that this 
inspection can be used in Model 1 if inspection cost per unit processed is found. This cost 
must be found to be consistent with the per unit inspection cost in the model. This type of 
inspection also improves and expands the use of Model 1. 
There are assumptions that must be made in order to use this model which are 
[1,7] 
• 13 • 
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i) the system's lifetime distribution is known 
ii) failures are only discovered by an inspection of an item 
iii) the process is continuous for an infinite number of cycles and the cycle time is t!1e 
time between repairs 
iv) repairing the system returns it to 100% efficiency. 
In order to find the cost of inspection per item we need for optimal inspection 
selection we must first find the optimal number of inspections per cycle (n), m.ultiply this by 
the inspection cost (I) and divide through by the number of items processed per cycle. To 
find the number of inspections per cycle we optimize the inspection interval time 8 to be 8 •. 
We find (e•) by minimizing the expected cost per cycle 
where: 1 
c1 = cost per inspected batch 
c2 = cost of leaving undetected failure per unit time 
(8*) = inspection interval time 
m(0*) = mean number of inspections per interval 
m(8) = ~7-o FU8) 
F(t) = P(T>t) 
Here F(t) is the survivor function from the system failure distribution. 
aa 
1 - f - 8 -m(8*) = 1 - 2 F(o) + F(s8)ds - 12 F'(o) + .... 0 
\ 
• 14 • 
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which reduces to 
m(e•) ~ 1. + E(T) • + 8•/(o) 
2 8 12 
where f(o) is the probability density function [8] and E(T) is the expected time of failure. 
so 
or 
e• can then be solved by substituting equation (2) into equation (1) or 
1 
-E(T)c1 2 
c +c J(o)_ 
2 1 12 
m(6•) = t + __ E_( __ T) _ 1 + 
12 
2 
3 
- E(T)c1 1 E(T) 2 
m(8*) = - + + 2 1 cJ(o) -
C1 2 C2 + 
I. 12 
+ fltl C2 C1 12 
• 15 • 
l 
l 
1 
-
f(o) 
2 &!l 
12 
•• 
(2) 
•• 
If /(o)=O (system will not fail at time zero) then 
.! 3 
m(e.) - 1 + _1 2 E(T)2 
- -2 
Ct 
1 
This value m(8*) is the optimal number of times the inspection will be done during the cycle 
titne E(T). The cost of this type of inspection per unit can be found using the equations 
l 'w 
l 
n = {lE(T) 
where 
n = number of units processed per cycle 
fl = number of units processed per hour ' 
E(T) = cycle time of process in hours 
' 
• 16 • 
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This cost Ci can now be used in our optimizing model of perfect inspection. Of 
course using this type of inspection has associated errors (not finding defects as soon as they 
occur) but those 100% inspections assume that they are free of fault also (100% reliable). 
The assumption of perfect inspection is not without risk and leads to skepticism of actual 
"optimal'· selection of ir1spections. Some inspections may be more efficient than others. This 
leads to the formulation of a model with imperfect inspections (model 2) The inspection cost 
Ci per unit found in the above periodic method can now be used in the imperfect inspection 
model, model 2, if errors associated with the inspection can be found . 
··-~-
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NON-PERFECT.INSPECTION MODEL 
During any serial production process (see figure 1), the main objectives are to 
minimize the expected cost to process an item {T n) and to have perfect quality items emerge 
from the process. A mod.el that helps plan the system by adding inspections will increase 
quality. If this model .also incorporates the fact that inspections are not perfect, .it becomes 
more realistic and can plan more accurately the cost of production. However, to get this 
m..creased accuracy other parameters must be known about potential inspection points which 
rnay . not be easy to obtain. 
,_At :any ins·pe.ction· there :is_ a pro.b&.bility :8n that a good item will be classified as def:ective: 
(Type. J Etro·rJ and as well a probability bn that a defective item will be classified as a good 
item {'Type II Error). Eppen and Hurst [5] have modeled a system to find optimal inspection 
·plac.ern.ent and have created an algorithm that uses the inherent errors of each stage 
·-ms=pection.. Along with the error probabilities·. e·ach stage inspection cost (in), salvage value 
··of rejected units (sn) stage process cost (Cn) and process station success probability fn 
(probability: that -a unit remains good after processing) are used to select optimal inspection 
:Points. _Instead of using bn, the probability-:of defective items clas:sified as good, ~ = l·bn or 
:the -pro·,bability a- defective is classified as defective is used [5]. "n" in· all instances is defined 
as the· J1U111-ber of stages left in t...'le process. For example if there are 8 stages and the decision 
is curr~ntly being made on stage 2, n will be equal to 7 because there are 6 stages left and. the: 
decision at 2 has not been made yet. 
This model improves on Garey's model [6] by allowing for imperfect inspections. By 
keeping an account of the error probabilities and inspection history, the model can also find 
the average outgoing quality AOQ of an item after any process. The probability of. good 
• 18 • 
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items based on the inspection history is then used to calculate the expected per unit revenue. 
At each inspection stage items enter with a probability p of being good. P is formed by the 
past inspection history of all items coming into stage n. The probability associated with 
accepting a single unit at inspection n ~ (p) [ 4] is 
... 
• 
4n(P) = P(~'~::Cf,.) + (1- p) (1- hli) = (1-h11 ) + (h,. - g11 )p. 
\ 
Q 11 (p) = P ( 1 - g 11 ) I A,. (p) 
Thi$ is found by applying Bayes' Theorem. When an item is rejected at any s~ge 
n, it will have c1· salvage value Sn. Sn will have a negative value since it is revenue and :the:' 
algorithm· minimizes· ,c.ost. 
When all the .stages have been performed ·and every final product that emerges -is 
.spld, items that are good will bring in a revenue of r g and defective items will have a revenue 
q{ r0 ... to minimize the total cost T n (p) at any stage with n stages left to go , the decision is 
.niade to inspect or not inspect based on the decision (Tn-l (p)) of the last stage. This can be 
:written as' 
. : . . . . . .. . . .. 
C,. + T,._ 1 (p·f,.) Don't Inspect 
I,. + ( 1-A,. (p)) S,. + A,. (p) [ C,. + T 11 _ 1 ( Q11 (p) ·/11 )] Inspect 
where T(p) = -rb + (rb - r8)•p [5]. The don't inspect cost can be called Dn(p) and the 
inspect cost In(p). Eppen and Hurst [5] made mention of using a Fortran computer program 
but did not furnish such a program. I have prepared a Fortran program compiled and 
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executed on the DEC-20 system. An example of the model using the program can be found 
in Appendix A. 
The value of the expected per unit revenue is more accurate but the error values: 
oJ an inspection can be difficult to obtain. (The final production cost 
·r(pJ ·~ -,6 + (rb -rg)•p actually gives the>e.xpected revenue per unit.) If these values :~a.I.l: 
:IiQt be opta;ned Model 1 should be used... To use the periodic inspection method err.or 
·pro·bc1·plliti~s tnust be found. These. :errors are more difficult to obtain but coulcl. be estimated 
usin:g th.~: .rtu:111ber .c,r optimal .inspections per- t·ycle time and the number of items: process:ed 
during: thc1t cyc:le. These. numbers· could· .be .us:ed in a "sample for informationtt· moqel [3] tp 
·o:'btain probabilities for accurately. portraying the full amount processed. If thjs is c.01t1b:ined 
with.the actual Type I and II errors of the inspection this may be a reasonable.: estim.ate for 
the n·ecessary parameters. This is in need of further investigation. 
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NON-SERIAL PRODUCTION MODEL 
The manufacturing industry is becoming increasingly more automated and 
production lines have become more complex. This has generated production lines that are 
not in series. The introduction of non-serial production lines (see figure 2) has made the 
placement of inspections also more r0mplex. Optimal Inspection algorithms for nonserial 
production systems, have been studied using the assumption of perfect inspection [ 4] and 
more recently have been improved to incorporate the non-perfect inspection [10] .A mod~l 
constructed by Yum and McDowell (5] considers a non-serial production system consisting of 
n connected operations with an inspection station possible after every operation. 'The optimal 
inspection policy will ultimately minimize the total quality control cost of production by 
choosing those inspections that will maintain quality without excessive cost. This differs 
slightly f ram minimizing total cost by eliminating cost of processing at a station. "m" will be 
known as. the number of sources (figure 2 has 2 sources) and an "n" is the number of internal 
operations plus the sources (figure 2 has 10). Each of the operations will be numbered in 
sequence so a higher number can never feed into a lower numbered processing station. Each 
inspectio~ station will have the same number as the operation station it is associated with. 
The decisions of inspection will be expressed by a vector d where dj corresponds to the 
decision at the jth operation. The decisions will be based on the [0,1] interval where 1 
indicates inspection and O indicates a non-inspection decision. Each inspection has Ty e I and 
Type II errors. Type I, g·, is the probability of rejecting a good item and type il, ,·, is the 
I ' 
probability of accepting a faulty itemft The other parameters that must be known for each 
inspection are hj which is (1 .. bj), Rj which is the cost to repair or replace a defective unit at 
the jth inspection and Ij which is the cost of the inspection. Rj insures any defective unit 
,. 
•,; 
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found at an inspection will be replaced so that the number of units leaving an inspection 
station is independent of whether there is an inspection at j (the number entering a process 
equals the number leaving that process). This assumption allows Yum and McDowell (10] to 
count the material flow between stations known as: 
T,1 is defined as the number of units that must be supplied to operation j from i to produce l 
final unit or one final entire product where i does not equal j. 1T 'l is the number of units that 
must be supplied to inspection j from operation j to produce one final product. n,1 = T,111r11 
is the number of units that must be supplied from operation i to produce one unit at 
operation j. (Example: 3 subassemblies from i are needed to produce 1 unit at operation j.) 
When fractional inspection takes place those items that are inspected will not be able to be 
distinguished as the move from i to j. If a faulty item is not detected through the entire 
process and is sold it will incur a cost C in the field. Yum and McDoweij further define Pj as 
the probability of a unit leaving operation j being defective,Xj as the probability of a unit 
leaving the j inspection being faulty and ej as the probability that a source item is faulty for 
j< =m. The probability that the item will become faulty after processing at operation j 
assuming components flow from i ttJ j is based on the probability it was non-defective at i or 
(1- X j). The probability that the jth operation is good is 
J 
Since there are two types of operations, sources and internal operations, Pj is defined in two 
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mannen by Yum and McDowell as 
E1 j~m 
i- (1-t,) Ii1 (1->-,r'i j>m 
,-1 
After the Jth inspection they [10] further define the probability that an item is a defective 
item but passes without iI1spection or it ir, inspected but not detected as ~j where 
If the substitution h. = 1-~. then A·= p ·(1-h .d ·) . J J J J J J 
The total cost for maintaining quality control can be expressed as the cost of 
inspection plus the internal repairireplacement cost and the cost of selling a defective final 
product per unit produced. The total cost for inspection at the jth location is the cost of 
inspection multiplied by the number of items f ram that operation to make one final unit, 1T Ji' 
which is then multiplied by the decision to inspect or not ,dj, 
for the system of n operations. 
II 
Cost of Inspection = I 11' 11 I1d1 
J-1 
(I) 
The repair/replacement cost at the station j expressed as the cost of replacement by 
the number of items at j needed to make one final product 1T 11 multiplied by the probability 
of rejecting the unit at j if an inspection occurred. The probability of rejection at inspection j 
I e 23 e 
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is [P(rej~efective)•P(def~ctive)+ P(rejlgood)·P(good)]•[Inspcct Decision] or 
giving the total repair cost for one unit as 
" . 
Repair Cost= ~ 1r11 R1 d1 g1+ (1-g1-131)p1 
J-1 
(II) 
The final cost incurred during the quality control effort is the cost of selling a faulty final 
product which can be modeled as the cost incurred C per unit multiplied by the final defective 
outgoing probability or 
Cost of Selling Defect = C (x,) (ill) 
The model then becomes 
where d j : 0, 1. This indicates that inspection will either be zero or 100 % . This problem can 
be solved using zero-one solution methods. 
,. 
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Suboptimal policies can be done for less than 100% inspections but the parameter for 
inspection cost Ij would have to be re-evaluated to show the cost per batch inspected and the 
parameters showing Type I and Type II errors would increase. This increased error would 
ultimately decrease the outgoing quality level and increase the cost due to selling faulty items. 
As automatic robotic inspections become more reliable with ii1creased capabilities like 2 
and 3 dimension vision, 100% inspection will be feasible and reliable and sl1boptimal policies 
won't have to be considered. 
I:. 
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CONCWSIONS 
The Manufacturing Industry is striving to produce quality goods with efficiency. 
The models for adding inspections along the production line will increase the quality level of 
items produced and ultimately lower production costs by minimizing the added processing to 
defective units. 
The basic_ model for placing 100% perfectly reliable inspections may be idealistic 
but can lower product'ion cost over production systems that don't use any inspections at all. 
With the additio·n. of. :modeling in periodic inspections for constant production models, this 
basic model can be used to help management plan or impr~ve their production processes. 
As the robotics industry improves its inspection techniques using 30 vision and 
tactile sensors, 100% on-line inspections will become increasingly reliable (nearing 100% 
reliability). These robots are increasing the types of inspections that can be perfonned and 
adding to the efficiency of production. The basic model then becomes a reliable way to help 
plan these types of production systems. 
Non-perfect inspections make up a large portion of the inspections available in 
manufacturing today. Using Model 2 will be more accurate than Model 1 but there is more 
titn·~ and effort that must go into utilization of this model. This extra accuracy is necessary if 
··Qie: line is o~e that is a major proje~ the manufacturer. 
The increase of automated production lines had led to the creation of very large 
and complex non-serial production lines. These lines usually are major product producers for 
manufacturers and should be made as efficient as possible. Manufacturers should spend the 
extra time and expense to make their systems as efficient as possible from th~ planning 
" 
stages. Model 3 will help manufacturing to plan lines more efficiently and should be used 
with major line planning. 
,. 
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FlJRTHER RESEARCH 
.. 
The production of quality goods is important for attaining and maintaining success 
in the m.anufacturUlg industry. Further research of production process and inspections wiJI 
allow quality processed goods produced at lower costs to become a reality. 
During the research of this paper a fow topics in need of further research and 
development were noted. The periodic inspection model should be studied further to 
determine its tise with processes that are not continuous between cycles. There also is need 
f.Or research into lot/batch types of inspections. With lot/batch inspections it may be more 
dif#cult to obtain ~ome. of the ·necessary probabilities. These attributes of the inspection may 
l:;e estimated With some research. There has also been research on multiple lot inspections 
(inspections that test the same lot several times .for accuracy) and sequential sampling plan 
inspections, Both. of these ldt inspections shOtild be researched with the intent of adding 
these insp~~tion p()sslbilities to models 2 and 3 in this paper. 
', 
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APPENDIX A 
EXAMPLE OF NON-PERFECT INSPECl'ION SELECl'ION 
The :p.rogr.am allows the user to enter the da~. di~e.ctly. This data includes·:n, f(n); g(n), h(n), 
I(n), and C(n)i The user must remember. to enter n as the number of stages left that need to 
be decided on ( inspect or _not). 
If :th:ete, are 10 stages 
st~ge = l 2 3 4 5 6 7· 8 9 10: 
it ...;..tQ,"9876543:21. 
The reason :n is lO at -sta.gf! l and not 9 is the <:ieci_s·iQ·D: ~t stage 1 has not been .. made yet s.o n is 
the numb.er· :·of :stages: leff plu.~: the· -on~ .. you are c,leciding on currently. 
Jbe proigr"am· .actually -e·nume-rates the total expected cost for each &tage for all 
genetic.;.Pr"c>b:abilities :between .s·oo and l.00 in steps of .001. This probabili~y ·.range :.re.presents· 
the· e_xpected· proba·bility :of good· items e·xiting any stage. If the errors :a,t MY' stage. are. lc1rge 
caµ~Jng the :exit.mg probability .af any stage to be 1:e.ss: than .80.Q: this .rcU1g~ wouJd baye .. to be 
. . ' . ' 
. 
w:id~riecl~ This doesn't seem .. likely· bec:aus.e the :added cost of bad ·item$ will irlcre~se the total 
estm:1c1ted cost to :ii lev.el :wh·er.e- an· in·spect.ion is required. Since· these: v~lu_es: are. stored in an 
arra_y ·rs (I) once :a (iecision. has been -made at step s and tl1e _prob,1pility qf 1good items· 
cc1lc111ated p the· next step decision -can be :made. The decisions-:howev~r are made from: the 
1.ast decision at stage 10 and:,wotk towa:rds<stage 1. The dummy variable I is the array location 
that stores that stages total cost T,,(p) and the decision Ds(P) for the appropriate probabilit.Y 
.. , . 
p. For example the decision -at si,fge 9 will calculate the appropriate probability p of good. 
items that must enter ·stage 9 and this p will be the p used to make the decision at stage 8. 
This p is then conyerted into the appropriate I and the values of the total cost array Ts ruid 
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.th.e .d.eci.s.I01t array Ds are foun_d. From the decision values a new pis calculated by 
p=p•(t-G(n)) if there is an inspection 
or 
p = p • F ( n) if no inspection occured. 
The process is then repeated until every stage has a decision to inspect or not ·u;,.$pect ~t :th~l: 
point. 
The following data was taken from a .$tudy of a production line [4]... The a·ctual 
program is in Appendix B. 
\ 
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INPUT 
Nine-Stage Inspection Data 
rb = -50 r1 = 120 
Stage /,. 8,. h,. • ,,. 
1 0.998 0.03 0.90 0.30 
2 0.984 0.03 0.90 0.30 
3 0.989 0.02 0.90 0.30 
4 0.979 0.02 0.93 0.30 
5 0.989 0.02 0.93 0.30 
6 0.980 0.02 0.93 0.20 
7 1.00 0.01 0.96 0.10 
8 0.980 0.01 0.96 0.10 
9 0.995 0.01 0.96 0.10 
PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Stage Prob AOQ DEC 
9 0.995 0.995 0.0 
8 0.975 0.975 0.0 
7 0.965 0.999 1.0· 
6 0.946 0.979 0.0 
5 0.936 0.968 o.·o 
4 0.916 0.948 0.0= 
3 0.888 0.983 1.0 
2 0.874 0.968 0.0 
... 
1 0.872 0.966 0.0 
E·ND OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
S,. C,. 
-15 2 
-15 5 
-12 20 
-10 10 
-8 10 
.5 2 
-5 5 
-1 -3 
.. 
~1 3 
The first section is the input ·n.ecess·ary t.o.·turt the program including all the process: 
s-u.cc:e~s probabilities, / 11 ,. error pro,babilities, g11 and h,., unit inspection cost, i11 , salvage value, 
-s~ ·and task cost c,.. The output gives us the placement of inspections, DEC, the average 
outgoing quality, AOQ, and the probability of good items that should enter the task, p. This 
output suggests inspections be performed after tasks 3 and 7 and the overall outgoing quality 
will b.e .~995 with a probability of .995 giving an average revenue per unit of: 
T(p) = -rl! + (r0 -r,>•p = 50+(~170)*.995 = 119.1.5:~ 
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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR NON-PERFECT 
INSPECTION SELECTION 
THIS _PROGRAM WILL SELECT OPTIMAL INSPECTION 
POINTS ALONG A SERIAL PRODUCTION LINE 
D I t·1 ENS I ON F ( 1 0 ) , G ( 1 0 ) , I l ( 1 0 ) , I C ( 1 0 ) , S ( 1 0 ) , C ( 1 0 ) 
D I r,1 E f.,J S I O t,1 T ( 1 0 ) , D ( 1 0 ) , T 1 ( 21 0 ) , T 2 ( 2 1 0 ) , T 3 ( 2 1 0 ) 
D I t-1 E ~J S I O ~l T 4 ( 2 1 0 ) , T 5 ( 2 1 0 ) , T 6 ( 21 0 ) , T 7 ( 2 1 0 ) , T 8 ( 2 1 0 ) 
D I t· 1 E ~J S I ON '11 9 ( 2 1 0 ) , D 1 ( 21 0 ) , D 2 ( 2 1 0 ) , D 3 ( 2 1 0 ) , D 4 ( 21 0 ) 
DIMEtJSION 05(210) ,D6(210) ,07(210) ,08(210) ,D9(210) 
I tJ 'I1 EGER N , P I 
REAL IN,ICOST,NST 
j=O 
TYPE 500 
s o.o E'ORr,1AT ( 'o' , ''l1 YP E tJU MB ER OF S'r AG ES' ) 
ACCEPT 4 00 _, ~JST 
400 FORMAT{F4,l) 
TYPE 300 
3 0 0 FOR ~1 AT ( ' 0 ' , ' E ~1 TE R PTA SK , E R l. , EI{ 2 , l COS rr ' ) 
10 TYPE 310 
3 1 o F o R r1 AT ( ' o ' , ' x • xx x ' , 1 x , ·, x • xx ' , l){ , ·' x • xx ' , 1 x , ' x • x x ' , / ) 
ACCEPT 320,PTASK,ER1,ER2,IC0ST 
320 FORI1AT(F5.3,1X,F4 ,2,1X,F4 .2,1X,F4.2) 
TYPE 330 
3 30 FOI~t·1AT ( '0' , 'Et~TER SALV ,TCOST, STAGl~') 
ACCEPT 340,SALV,TCOST,STAGN 
340 FORMAT(F2.0,1X,F2.0,1X,F2.0) 
tJ=S-TAGN 
F ( tl) =PT ASK 
G ( N) =Ef<l 
H ( t~) = ER2 
I C ( N) = I COS 'I' 
S (tl) =SALV* (-1.0) 
C (1'1) = TCOST 
-32-
J=J+l 
OUT=NST-1.0 
IF(PThSK.LT.O)GO TO 350 
GO TO 10 
350 TYPE 200 
2 0 0 FOR t-1 AT ( ' 0 ' , ' E tJ T ER RB , R G ' ) 
ACCEPT 250,RB,RG 
250 FORl1AT(F3.0,lX,F3.0) 
REV=(-RB)+(RB-RG)*P 
T(O)=REV 
PI=800 
P=PI/1000.0 
DO 20 I=l,200 
DO 30 N=l,J 
~1= ~J-1 
A=P* ( 1-G ( N)) + ( 1-P) * ( 1-H (t-J)) 
Q = P * ( 1-G ( t,J ) ) / A 
D I = C ( N ) + T ( M ) * ( P * F ( tJ ) ) 
IN=IC(N)+(l-A)*S(N)+A*(C(N)+T(M)*Q*F(N)) 
DIFF=DI-IN 
IF(DIFF.LT.O.O)THEN 
TEC= DI 
DEC=O.O 
ELSE 
'I' EC= l ~1 
DEC=l.O 
EJJDI F 
T(t;) =TEC 
3 0 D ( tJ ) = DEC 
20 
T 1 { I ) = rr ( 1 J 
T2(I)=T(2) 
'f 3 ( I ) = T ( 3 ) 
T ·4 ( I ) = T ( 4 ) 
'i1 5 ( I ) = T ( 5 ) 
T6(I)=T(6) 
'f 7 ( I ) = T ( 7 ) 
T8(I)=T(8) 
T9(I)=T(9) 
Dl(I)=D(l) 
D2(I)=D(2) 
D3(I)=D(3) 
04.(1)=0(4) 
D5(I)=D(5) 
06 ( I) =0·(6) 
D7 (I)= D ( 7) 
DB(I)=D(8} 
09 ( I) =D (·9) 
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' 
PICK TIJE OPTIMAL SE,r; SET Tl1E ENDING PROBABILITY 
TO 1.00 (ALL FINISHED PRODUCTS ARE PERFECT) 
/ 
PI=lOOO 
P=PI/1000.0 
1=200 
K= t~ST+ 1 
PRINT *,'STAGE PROB AOQ POLICY' 
DO 50 N=l,J 
T(l)=Tl(I) 
T(2)=T2(I) 
T(3)=T3(1) 
T(4)=T4(I) 
T(S)=TS(I) 
T(6)=T6(I) 
'r ( 7 ) = T 7 ( I ) 
T(8J=T8(I) 
T(9)=T9(I) 
D(l)=Dl(I) 
0(2)=02(1) 
D ( 3) = 03 (I) 
D ( 4) = 04 ( I) 
D(5)=D5(I) 
D(6)=D6(I) 
D(7)=D7{I} 
D ( 8) = 08 ( I) 
D ( 9) - 09 ( I) 
K=K-1 
TEC=T(K) 
DEC~D(!'Z) 
A OQ - P * ( 1-G ( t~ ) ) / ( ( 1- FI ( l~ ) ) + ( lI ( t JJ - G ( t -1 ) ) * P ) 
p R I t'-l T * , ' I , N ' ' ' , p ' ' ' , A OQ ' ' 
1 t., ( DEC • E Q • 0 • 0 ) T JI E t~ 
P=P* (1-G(N)) 
ELSE 
P=P*F("~J) 
50 I=PI-800. 
PRINT *, 'Ei{D OF OPTIMAL S0LU1'ION' 
STOP 
END 
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